Lamaxa slat roofs
Stylish living spaces you can only dream of

LAMAXA
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Terrea patio awnings
Patio side screen
Perea pergola awnings
Lamaxa slat roofs
Climara conservatory awnings
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Insect screen

Sonea sun sail

Enjoy your life outdoors to the fullest and
make full use of nature as a new additional
live out, feel in space.

Accessories/Colours

Our new beautiful Lamaxa slat roofs make
this possible. Look forward to an exclusive
product that opens up plenty of room for your
individual design wishes thanks to a wide
range of colours. The well thought-out design
provides safe sun and weather protection at
the same time. Exactly where you need it.
The stable slats can be flexibly turned as well
as extended and retracted. This way you can
enjoy as much sun as you like and, even if it
rains, you can still enjoy your open space.

More than sun shading

You would like a well-designed shading solution for your open space that also provides
protection from rain?

Our recommendation:
Control the slat tilting for
the Lamaxa comfortably
with a WMS Hand-held or
Wall-mounted transmitter.

Lamaxa L60

Slat roof
Lamaxa L60
All-round weather-resistant protection
The slat roof Lamaxa L60 gives you just as much sun as you need for your favourite spot in the garden. Thanks to
the practical slat tilting, you can control how much sun you get. When the slats are closed, the slat roof offers reliable
protection against rain.
Brilliant extras
–– Integrated awnings with easyZIP guidance for
vertical shading
–– Sliding glass elements as wind and cold protection
–– Light in the horizontal or vertical area, direct or
indirect

Max. width

4,500 mm

Max. projection

6,000 mm

Slats

Slats are pivotable

Drive

WMS Radio motor

Frame colour

Powder-coated in accordance with WAREMA
Colour World

Installation

free-standing, optionally wall connection
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The benefits for you
–– Large-area, free-standing sun shading system
–– Can be used flexibly
–– Solar radiation can be individually adjusted with slat tilting
–– Reliable weather protection when slats are closed
–– optionally also with water-proof connection to the house
facade

➊ Pivotable slats
➋ Poles
➌ Water drain

Slat roof
Lamaxa L70
Heavenly haven
The slat roof Lamaxa L70 is your haven for relaxing in the sunshine – but also for when it's raining if you
still want to spend your time outdoors. The advantage of the Lamaxa L70: the slats can be tilted, and also
retracted and extended, by remote control.
The benefits for you
–– Large-area, free-standing sun shading system
–– Slat tilting and opening at the press of a button
–– Can be adjusted to the position of the sun
–– Retractable slats
–– You can still relax under the Lamaxa L70 when
it rains

➊ Pivotable and manoeuvrable
slats
➋ Poles
➌ Water drain

Brilliant extras
–– Integrated awnings with easyZIP guidance for vertical
shading
–– Radiant heater
–– Dimmable LED strips in the horizontal or vertical area,
direct or indirect
–– Sliding glass elements as wind and cold protection
–– optionally also with water-proof connection to the
house facade

Max. width

4,500 mm

Max. projection

6,000 mm

Slats

Slats are pivotable and manoeuvrable

Drive

WMS Radio motor

Frame colour

Powder-coated in accordance with WAREMA
Colour World

Installation

Free-standing, optionally wall connection

Lamaxa L70
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Equipment extras
Lamaxa slat roofs
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Terrea patio awnings

Integrated awnings with easyZIP
guidance

Perea pergola awnings

Patio side screen

–– Shading in the vertical area of the slat roofs
–– Large design selection
–– High wind stability
–– Particularly stable and strong hold thanks to zipper
system

Lamaxa slat roofs

Radiant heater

Sonea sun sail

Climara conservatory awnings

–– Infrared quartz technology, 1500 W
–– Operation with WMS possible

Integrated LED strips
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More than sun shading

Accessories/Colours

Insect screen

–– Can be individually adjusted with the WMS dimmer
–– In the horizontal or vertical area
–– Direct or indirect lighting

